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THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS HIN GTON

January 4, 1984

MEMORANDUM FOR FRED F. FIELDING

FROM: JOHN G. ROBERTSPO

SUBJECT: Further Correspondence From
Bob Jones III

Last fall Bob Jones III, President of Bob Jones University,
wrote Morton Blackwell requesting that the White House in-
tervene on behalf of Dr. Peter Ng, who has an application
pending before the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Dr. Ng is a Fundamentalist minister. On December 20, 1983,
you wrote Mr. Jones, advising him that established White
House policy did not permit such intervention on behalf of
private parties with respect to matters those parties have
pending before agencies with adjudicative functions, such
as INS. You noted that the reason for this policy was to
maintain public confidence in the impartial administration
of our laws.

Mr. Jones has now replied, stating that the American public
lost confidence in the impartial administration of our laws
long ago, and that our refusal to intervene on behalf of Dr.
Ng was simply another example of our insensitivity to the
interests of Fundamental Christians. Mr. Jones suggests in
his letter that you would have reacted differently to an
alleged civil rights violation, and, in a thinly veiled
threat, asserts that the alleged insensitivity of the Admin-
istration to Fundamental Christians will not go unnoticed by
that sizable voting block.

The audacity of Jones' reply is truly remarkable, given the
political costs this Administration has incurred in pro-
moting the interests of Fundamental Christians in general
and Bob Jones University in particular. A restrained reply
to his petulant paranoia is attached for your review,
telling Jones, in essence, to go soak his head. Since Jones
copied Senator Thurmond and Congressman Campbell on his in-
coming, we should do the same on our reply.

Attachment


